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Position description 
 

Position title Solution Architect 

Group / Branch Finance and Technology / BTS 

Reports to (Title) Enterprise Architecture and Development Manager  

Competency level Individual Contributor 

 

Job Purpose 

This role is required to be involved in the design and deployment of a range of enterprise 
systems, and solutions, including asset systems, customer systems, financial ERP, Health & 
Safety, integration systems, cloud solutions and others. 

This position responsible for implementing solution architecture. This includes design IT 
solutions, provide input to architecture tools\methods, selecting technology platforms, handling 
inter-group communication and making decisions on technical issues. The solution architect 
mediates between business and technology teams and various other groups. The solution 
architect is the “go-to” person for any technology conflicts, implementation issues, or decisions 

The role will be embedded in large and complex projects to deliver integration interfaces and 
overall solution architecture and design work. 

 

 

Key Accountabilities  

 Deliver architecture artefacts for South East Water’s solutions and systems. 
 Provide end to end solution architecture services across multiple projects, on SEW’s 

approved tools; Orbus iServer, Erwin Data Modeling tool, Jira and Confluence 
 Deliver data and integration services and interface spec on Boomi platform  
 Deliver data and integration services and interface spec on Azure platform 
 Deliver detailed interface specification documents, for inbound and outbound interfaces 

across on-prem and cloud hosted systems. 
 Deliver Solution Architecture and Design document (SAD) for a range of projects. 
 Maintain detailed solution and integration architecture artefacts in South East Water’s 

Enterprise Architecture repository. 
 Maintain API Management standards, policies and the API register. 
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SFIA Skills Framework  

Solution Architecture – SFIA Level 6 

Skill: The design and communication of high-level structures to enable and guide the design and 
development of integrated solutions that meet current and future business needs. In addition to 
technology components, solution architecture encompasses changes to service, process, 
organisation, and operating models. Architecture definition must demonstrate how requirements 
(such as automation of business processes) are met, any requirements which are not fully met, 
and any options or considerations which require a business decision. The provision of 
comprehensive guidance on the development of, and modifications to, solution components to 
ensure that they take account of relevant architectures, strategies, policies, standards and 
practices (including security) and that existing and planned solution components remain 
compatible. 

Competency: Leads the development of architectures for complex systems, ensuring 
consistency with specified requirements agreed with both external, and internal customers. 
Takes full responsibility for the balance between functional, service quality and systems 
management requirements within a significant area of the organisation. Establishes policy and 
strategy for the selection of systems architecture components, and co-ordinates design 
activities, promoting the discipline to ensure consistency. Ensures that appropriate standards 
(corporate, industry, national and international) are adhered to. Within a business change 
programme, manages the target design, policies and standards, working proactively to maintain 
a stable, viable architecture and ensure consistency of design across projects within the 
programme. 

Consultancy – SFIA Level 5 

Skill: The provision of advice and recommendations, based on expertise and experience, to 
address client needs. May deal with one specialist subject area, or can be wide ranging and 
address strategic business issues. May also include support for the implementation of any 
agreed solutions. 

Competency: Takes responsibility for understanding client requirements, collecting data, 
delivering analysis and problem resolution. Identifies, evaluates and recommends options, 
implementing if required. Collaborates with, and facilitates stakeholder groups, as part of formal 
or informal consultancy agreements. Seeks to fully address client needs, enhancing the 
capabilities and effectiveness of client personnel, by ensuring that proposed solutions are 
properly understood and appropriately exploited. 

Systems design – SFIA Level 5 

Skill: The specification and design of information systems to meet defined business needs in 
any public or private context, including commercial, industrial, scientific, gaming and 
entertainment. The identification of concepts and their translation into implementable design. 
The design or selection of components. The retention of compatibility with enterprise and 
solution architectures, and the adherence to corporate standards within constraints of cost, 
security and sustainability. 

Competency: Specifies and designs large or complex systems. Selects appropriate design 
standards, methods and tools, consistent with agreed enterprise and solution architectures and 
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ensures they are applied effectively. Reviews others' systems designs to ensure selection of 
appropriate technology, efficient use of resources, and integration of multiple systems and 
technology. Contributes to policy for selection of architecture components. Evaluates and 
undertakes impact analysis on major design options and assesses and manages associated 
risks. Ensures that the system design balances functional, service quality, security and systems 
management requirements. 

Emerging technology monitoring – SFIA Level 5 

Skill: The identification of new and emerging hardware, software and communication 
technologies and products, services, methods and techniques and the assessment of their 
relevance and potential value as business enablers, improvements in cost/performance or 
sustainability. The promotion of emerging technology awareness among staff and business 
management. 

Competency: Monitors the market to gain knowledge and understanding of currently emerging 
technologies. Identifies new and emerging hardware and software technologies and products 
based on own area of expertise, assesses their relevance and potential value to the 
organisation, contributes to briefings of staff and management. 

Methods and tools – SFIA Level 5 

Skill: Ensuring that appropriate methods and tools for the planning, development, testing, 
operation, management and maintenance of systems are adopted and used effectively 
throughout the organisation. 

Competency: Promotes and ensures use of appropriate techniques, methodologies and tools. 

Quality standards – SFIA Level 5 

Skill: The development, maintenance, control and distribution of quality standards. 

Competency: Takes responsibility for the control, update and distribution of quality standards, 
and advice on their use. 

  

 

Knowledge, Skills & Experience 

To be suitable for this role, you will need to have the following skills and experience:  

 7+ years’ experience in solution archeicture. 
 5+ years’ experience with enterprise systems such as; CRM, Billing, Asset, GIS, HR, 

H&S, Finance and others. 
 5+ years’ solution and integration architecture experience delivering end to end solutions. 
 More than 2 years’ experience designing cloud-based solutions (using Microsoft Azure 

or similar) 
 Reviewing, updating and creating relevant standards, strategies and plans. 
 Strong communication and negotiation skills, able to work with a range of stakeholders 

(technical, business and BAs\PMs) on a variety of projects. 
 Experience working on multi-million dollars project touching the entire organisation. 
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 Experience in TOGAF Architecture framework, drive the adoption of the TOGAF 
framework within South East Water. 

 Experience delivering Solution Architecture and Design documents, interface 
specification documents and diagrams; using Orbus iServer, Jira, Confluence and Visio. 

 Preferably experience in water / utility industry 
 Able to understand and negotiate complex context with business and technology 

stakeholders. 

 Experience in data architecture, data integration. 

 Knowledge of infrastructure, cloud and security architecture. 

 Able to work on Agile projects with teams onshore and offshore 

 3+ years’ experience in a range of integration patterns, including; Event driven, real-time, 
Message Queue, API, Web Services, FTPS, HTTPS, File Adapters, Salesforce 
integration, Oracle integration, SAP integration, ODBC\JDBC and others. 

 3+ years’ experience with integration platforms including; Boomi, Tibco and Azure 
integration services. 

 Keep up to date with emerging technology trends that may be relevant to South East 
Water 

Highest level of skills required to perform at a competent level 

SFIA Level of Responsibility - Level 5 

Autonomy 

Works under broad direction. Work is often self-initiated. Is fully responsible for meeting 
allocated technical and/or project/supervisory objectives. Establishes milestones and has a 
significant role in the assignment of tasks and/or responsibilities. 

Influence 

Influences organisation, customers, suppliers, partners and peers on the contribution of own 
specialism. Builds appropriate and effective business relationships. Makes decisions which 
impact the success of assigned work, i.e. results, deadlines and budget. Has significant 
influence over the allocation and management of resources appropriate to given assignments. 

Complexity 

Performs an extensive range and variety of complex technical and/or professional work 
activities. Undertakes work which requires the application of fundamental principles in a wide 
and often unpredictable range of contexts. Understands the relationship between own 
specialism and wider customer/organisational requirements. 

Business Skills 

Advises on the available standards, methods, tools and applications relevant to own specialism 
and can make appropriate choices from alternatives. Analyses, designs, plans, executes and 
evaluates work to time, cost and quality targets. Assesses and evaluates risk. Communicates 
effectively, both formally and informally. Demonstrates leadership. Facilitates collaboration 
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between stakeholders who have diverse objectives. Takes all requirements into account when 
making proposals. Takes initiative to keep skills up to date. Mentors colleagues. Maintains an 
awareness of developments in the industry. Analyses requirements and advises on scope and 
options for continuous operational improvement. Demonstrates creativity, innovation and ethical 
thinking in applying solutions for the benefit of the customer/stakeholder. 

 

Dimensions 

Organisational Chart 

 

 

 

Number of people managed: 

You will be working within a team with no direct reports 

Size of budget managed: 

Not applicable 

Value of Assets managed: 

The role is responsible for: 

 Deliver architecture artifacts for SEW’s projects and systems 
 Deliver data architecture artifacts for several systems and projects, including Health & 

Safety system, new ERP system, Asset Management, Digital Utility and others. 
 Provide end to end solution architecture services across multiple projects, on SEW’s 

approved tools; Orbus iServer, Erwin Data Modeling tool, Jira and Confluence 
 Deliver data and integration services and interface spec on Boomi platform  
 Deliver data and integration services and interface spec on Azure platform 

 

CIO

Enterprise Architecture and 
Development Manager 

Solution Architect
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Acceptance 

To acknowledge that you have read and understood the requirements of your role, please sign 
below. 

 

Employee Name:  ____________________________________________ 

 

Employee Signature: ____________________________________________ 

 

Date:   ____________________________________________ 

 

 


